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Custom essay writing service ProfEssays (http://www.professays.com/) has recently employed twenty essay
writers for its two new departments, IT& Science and IT&Arts.
It is common knowledge that during the last several decades information technology has expanded into a
powerful network, which engages computers, software, and services provided by workers who possess special
skills.
Information technology is no more associated with computers alone; it has become an integral part of
industry, agriculture, services and arts.
Due to this, numerous college curricula shifted their focus on to this specific area of knowledge, namely
to the connection of the given professional field with information technologies. Students are supposed to
learn the application of IT to marketing, economics, biology, chemistry, music, creative writing,
business and many other subjects. Having noticed the abundance of such orders we have heeded to the
requests of our managers to hire more essay writers specializing in these relatively new fields.
"In fact, it has not been a spontaneous decision. The selection process has been an arduous one, as we
had to choose people not only proficient in a particular field but also those who are ready to follow our
standards of quality and 100% originality," says Kelly McKnight, head of ProfEssays HR department.
We welcome a fresh addition into our professional team of essay writers and assure our new and returning
customers that our custom essay writing service maintains its high standards and is ready to help you
24/7.
Due to numerous requests ProfEssays team is also launching editing and proofreading services. These
services will be especially useful for students with English as a second language who may not know the
language well enough to produce a high-quality piece of writing but are willing to learn. With every
essay, our team will also provide recommendations for further work describing typical errors found and
ways to avoid them in the future.
We provide services for customers from numerous English-speaking countries, such as Great Britain, the
USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, and the editing process will take into account the regional
variants of the English language, which include differences not only in spelling but also in words and
collocations. ProfEssays team hopes that the new service will find its customers and meet their highest
expectations from editing and proofreading.
Custom essay writing service ProfEssays (http://www.professays.com/) has more than 300 authors for
composing well-researched, original, coherent, and properly referenced duty assignments. The company is
aware of the trust a student commits in it by resorting to its services and guarantees a complete refund
in case plagiarism is noticed in any of its custom essays and term papers. The company also delivers all
the pieces of writing on or even before deadlines so that the customers are able to post an inquiry for
alterations if any. This possibility is one of the reasons our customers are satisfied with our service
and adds to an excellent reputation of ProfEssays.
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About the company
ProfEssays.com Inc has been in writing services field for almost five years.
The company employs a team of more than 300 highly qualified writers and editors who are proficient in
their fields of knowledge. On the whole the team of ProfEssays.com Inc is versed in completing custom
essays, custom research papers, custom term papers, custom admission essays, custom academic papers,
compositions, book reports, case studies and this list is far from being over. For more information about
new custom writing services, custom essays and term papers visit our website
(http://www.professays.com/).
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